Abstract
Introduction
Many conversation systems have been developed in the past few years. Conversation systems can be divided into two types. Task-oriented ones and non-task-oriented ones. The former ones focus on the accomplishment of some certain tasks, and thus usually contain a task manager in the architecture [1] [2] [3] , while the latter ones are more interested in how to make the user continue the conversation without getting bored or tired.
Here, let us see some previous works for non-task-oriented conversation. The earliest conversation system seems to be ELIZA [4] . ELIZA simulates the reactions of mental therapists when talking with the patients at that time. Due to the absence of knowledge about the real world, ELIZA could only ask back or just change the way of stating what the user has said in a simple way. In recent studies for nontask-oriented conversation systems, Higuchi et al. consider that human utterances are composed of propositions and modalities, and present a method to enrich the modalities based on the Web [5] . Tokuhisa et al. classify human emotions into 10 categories, and try to produce the most appropriate response to the user's utterance, according to the type of emotion extracted automatically from the user's words [6] . Both of the above approaches attempt to make the conversation more interesting, and prevent the conversation from becoming monotone from the aspect of expressive form.
On the other hand, some studies have noticed the significance of providing topics for users that are using the conversation system. Saito et al. propose a method to enrich the content of the conversation by reorganizing the real world information like news and the weather on the Web beforehand [7] . Fujimoto et al. analyze the conceptual relations between an utterance and the topic contained, and propose a method based on the conceptual relations for changing topics in free conversations [8] . These studies make efforts to give more topics that users might be interested in so that the conversation will continue without interruption. However, neither of them takes into account the latest interest of the user at that instant, or the immediacy of the latest topics, which are both important factors for developing a non-task-oriented, especially a free conversation system.
In this paper, we give an approach to provide and control topics in a free conversation system. Our method is different from previous works in three points. First, our system extracts the latest topics from the Web in real time. Secondly, the extraction is always based on the user's interest at that instant. Finally, our system keeps observing the user's statements, detects the timing when the user is supposed Topic Presentation for a Free Conversation System Based on the Web Texts Dongli Han, Xin Song, Kazuki Maeda to have lost interests in the current topic, and then changes the current topic to another one that is obtained from a topic website automatically. We describe our method in the following sections and the results of questionnaires to examine the effectiveness of it.
User Interest Vector
We use a vector to express a user's current interest when he or she is talking with the computer. The vector is called as User Interest Vector, whose constituents are coming from all the nouns and undefined words appearing in the user's utterances. Here, instead of employing all parts of speech, we focus on nouns to express a user's interests as done in some other studies for Japanese information processing [9] [10] . The reason we take undefined words into account lies in the fact that in most cases undefined words express the names of people, places, or organizations, which are supposed to be quite important in gaining the user's interest. We use a free morphological analyzer Juman 1 to identify nouns and undefined words used in the user's utterances.
After the user inputs some remarks, the system will check them to see whether there is any noun or undefined word in it. Then the system will update the vector in three cases according to the formula we define below.
Here, we introduce two concepts that we consider to be related with the user's interest. One is the interest recognition factor, and the other is the time decreasing factor. Satake et al. first used them to select contents from the interactive news [11] . Being similar in concept, we adopt the two factors to help understand the relation among time, words in the utterance, and the user's interest. The interest recognition factor indicates that the more frequently a certain word appears in a user's utterance, the more interested he or she is in the word. The time decreasing factor concentrates on the newly stated words in the user's utterance rather than the past ones. That is to say, nouns that have not appeared in the latest user's utterance might have less relation with the user's current interest, and thus ought to be reflected by decreasing their values in the User Interest Vector. p are determined experimentally. Actually, in our preliminary investigation, we have conducted many trial experiments for a number of combinations, and take 1.0, 0.1, and 0.1 as the final values for 1 p , 2 p and 3 p . As described above, the initial state of the User Interest Vector is empty, and the system keeps filling or updating the vector every time the user makes an input. At the same time, the system activates a Web search based on the words contained in the user's utterance and the state of the User Interest Vector. Then a comparison will be made between each hit page and the updated User Interest Vector to determine the page from which the successive topic should be selected and presented to the user as the utterance of the system. We describe the procedure in detail in the next section.
Topic Extension
In this paper, we consider two kinds of topic presentation. The first case is when the user has lost interests in the current topic and might have expected to change the conversation to other topics. Our system tries to detect the timing and brings the user a totally unrelated topic to continue the conversation. We give specific description for this case in Section 4. Here in this section, we talk about another case that the user is still interested in the current topic and thus the system must provide some related topics to proceed with the current conversation according to the user's interest. The method to presume whether the user is interested in the current topic or not will be described in Section 4 as well.
Processing steps for topic extension
We use Google API to search the Web and select a new topic in real time that is related to the current one and supposed to be able to interest the user. We take the following steps to accomplish this task.
Step1. Pick up all nouns and undefined words from the user's utterance using the morphological analyzer Juman. Step2. Update up to three words in the query stack based on the analytical result of Step1.
Step3. Search the queries in Google and get the top 10 snippets. Step4. Generate a vector for each snippet in the same way the User Interest Vector is generated Step5. Calculate the similarities between the vector of each snippet and the User Interest Vector. Step6. Sort the top 10 snippets based on the similarities. Step7. Pick up the snippet with the largest similarity from all the unused snippets.
Step8. Search the queries in the selected snippet, and go back to Step7 if no query is found. Step9. Find the noun depended by the query recursively in the snippet using a Japanese dependency analyzer Knp 2 . Step10. Combine the noun obtained in Step9 and the query in a certain form and present it to the user. Step11. Repeat Step1 to Step10 by the time when the user is supposed to have lost interest in the current topic.
Similarities between each snippet vector and the User Interest Vector in Step5 are calculated using the Cosine similarity. The reason we use a dependency analyzer to find a noun which is supposed to be related to the query in Step9 lies in the feature of the structure of Japanese sentences. Dependency relations among constituents in a Japanese sentence are similar to those among words in a Japanese compound noun [12] . Each word in the sentence, except the rightmost one, relates to, or depends semantically on, one of the other words to its right more strongly than to any other words. That is to say, if we find a noun that is depended by the query, it ought to be the most relative noun with the query among all the nouns in the sentence.
Updating the query stack
The query stack mentioned in Step2 is a stack to keep the latest words that have appeared in the user's utterances till now, and hence always reflects the user's latest interest. The query stack has a fixed number of slots: three, meaning that only up to three words extracted from the user's utterance 2 http://www-lab25.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/knp.html Topic Presentation for a Free Conversation System Based on the Web Texts Dongli Han, Xin Song, Kazuki Maeda could be registered into the query stack every time. The algorithm for updating the query stack varies with the number of empty slots and the existence of undefined words. In case there are three empty slots in the stack and at least one undefined word exists in the current utterance, we first register the noun with the second highest priority, then the undefined word with the highest priority, and finally the noun with the highest priority. On the other hand, if there are only two empty slots, we first register the undefined word, and then the noun with the highest priority.
If there are two or three empty slots in the stack but no undefined word exists, we keep registering nouns in ascending order of their priorities until all slots are filled.
In case there is one or no empty slot and at least one undefined word exists, we register or update the stack first with the undefined word and then the noun with the highest priority. Similarly, if no undefined word exists, only the noun with the highest priority will be registered or updated into the stack.
The priority used for a noun indicates the value for the noun kept in the User Interest Vector. If there are multiple words with the same priority value, the one closer to the end of the utterance sentence is considered as the word with a higher priority. Similarly, the priority of an undefined word is defined in the same way. Figure 1 is an example for updating the query stack. Let us suppose the initial states of all the three slots are empty in this example. With the two continuous utterances from the user, the system will update the stack as shown in Figure 1 . Specifically, in the first utterance, there are two nouns 野球 (baseball) and 選手 (player), and one undefined word イ チロー (Ichiro). According to the definition of the priority of nouns, the word 選手 is closer to the end of the sentence comparing with another noun 野球, indicating that 選手 is the one with higher priority. Accordingly, the system registers the three words into the stack based on the algorithm described above.
At this point, the three slots in the stack are all filled as shown in the middle of Figure 1 . Then the second utterance brings us a new undefined word マリナーズ (Mariners) and another noun 所属 (affiliation). Similarly, the system updates the upper two slots with マリナーズ and 所属 in accordance with the updating algorithm.
In this way, we try to keep at least one undefined word in the query stack due to the significance of proper names, but avoid holding multiple undefined words coinstantaneously as far as possible. This is from our experience that Web searching with multiple proper names usually reaches at unconcerned pages.
Every time after the user issues an utterance, the query stack will be partially updated to reflect the latest change in the user's interest. At the same time, we try to keep a part of the stack unchanged to make sure that the Web search will be carried out around the original topic, and that the conversation on the same topic will be successive. The reason we fix the number of query words to be three is from the frequent experience when we search the Web using more than three queries, and could not get enough search results.
Utterance generation for topic extension
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In Step10, we employ a very simple method to generate utterances for the system. We prepare 3 sets of phrases: back-channel feedbacks (feedbacks), conjunctions, and desinences respectively. After the noun is obtained in Step9, the system generates an utterance in the following form.
feedback + conjunction + noun + desinence
We combine one phrase of each of the 3 sets together randomly to generate the utterance and present it to the user.
In this way, we present a continual topic to the user that is supposed to be related to the current topic, and simultaneously able to interest the user.
Topic Change
We define 3 factors to examine whether the user has become bored or tired with the current topic. We describe each of the 3 factors first in this section, and then give an approach to determine automatically the timing when the system should present a completely new topic. Finally, we discuss the procedure of obtaining a new topic from a topic website and then providing it to the user.
Affecting factors for topic change
We define 3 kinds of factors which we believe to reflect the user's interests from different viewpoints: number of content words, degree of coincidence, and consecutiveness.
Number of content words
A content word means a word that has some concrete meaning, contrary to the functional words such as a particle. We employ nouns, verbs, adjectives, adjective verbs, pronouns, adverbs and undefined words as content words in this work. The more an utterance of the user contains the content words, the more he or she is considered to be interested in the current topic. On the other hand, an utterance containing less content words is prone to show the unconcern of the user to the current topic. That means, we use the number of content words partially to examine the attitude of the user towards the current topic during the conversation.
Degree of coincidence
We can easily imagine the situation in a conversation where one participant would only repeat what the other said without speaking anything meaningful. Sometimes this kind of scene will happen between two people in hierarchical relationships. But in most cases, we consider it as a typical scene showing the unconcern of the former speaker to the latter one. In short, we consider the margin in the number of content words contained in the utterances of two speakers as the difference between their attitudes. We use this strategy to check how much the user is not interested in the topic provided by the system. Specifically, we employ the following formula.
Here, ) (C Degree indicates the degree of coincidence between the utterances of the computer and the user. SC is the number of content words that are in the system's utterance, UC is that in the user's utterance, and CC indicates the number of content words in both.
Consecutiveness
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Neither the number of content words nor the degree of coincidence is deterministic. Sometimes, the user will change his attitude suddenly. It will be a little harebrained to draw a conclusion that the user has or has not lost interest to some certain topic, at the minute we have observed some typical values for the number of content words or the degree of coincidence. Instead, we had better wait another several times until we could see the tendency more clearly. We call the times of appearance of a same tendency in the user's attitude as consecutiveness and use it to help us obtain stable tendency in topic change.
Determination of the timing of topic change
We conduct some experiments using a number of values for the 3 factors, and try to find the most effective combination for topic change. Finally, we get the results as shown in Table 1 . The system will detect the factors constantly and examine whether the factors are satisfying the threshold values in either pattern of Table 1 . When this situation arises, the computer will activate a process to obtain a completely new topic from a topic website and present the fabricated topic to the user. We describe this process in the next subsection.
Obtaining and presenting new topics
When the system draws a conclusion that the user should have been bored or tired of the current topic, a completely new topic will be obtained automatically from the website Kizasi 3 . Kizasi is a website where the most popular topics in the world are ranked every ten minutes in real time.
Besides the topic itself, Kizasi also provides the nuance for some topics at the same time. The nuance shows the emotion of common people against the topics such as happiness and sadness. In this sense, we generate a new sentence to present the new topic to the user in two occasions. One is where there is a nuance attached with the topic, and the other is where we have no nuance for the topic. Occasion 1. nuance attached.
topic + "って" + nuance + desinence Occasion 2. nuance not attached.
topic+ desinence
The character "って" is a phrase usually used to raise a subject in Japanese. We use the above 2 patterns to generate a sentence using the new topic and present it to the user.
Evaluations
We have described a strategy to provide and control topics for the user in a free conversation system based on the Web texts. The method contains two parts: one for topic extension when the user is supposed to be still interested in the current topic, and another for topic change in case the user is supposed to have been bored with the current topic. In this section, we talk about the evaluation experiments and questionnaires that have been conducted to examine the effectiveness of the strategies designed for each occasion.
In the evaluation experiments, we keep executing the conversation system and talking with the computer. We collect a number of conversation fragments in this way and pick up 10 from them randomly. Five are used for the topic extension to examine that whether the extension is natural, and the other five to check the reasonability of the timing for topic change in the second occasion.
Participants of the questionnaires include 4 students who have not been involved in the development of the system. They are told to evaluate the naturalness for topic extension and the timing for topic change in 3 levels: 2 for good, 0 for bad, and 1 for the intermediate level between good and bad: not good but acceptable. According to the evaluation method, the closer the score is to 2, the more effective our strategy is considered to be. The results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . A, B, C, and D in Table 2 and Table 3 indicate the 4 evaluators, and No.1-No.5 and No.6-No.10 stand for the five conversation fragments used for topic extension evaluation and another five fragments used for topic change evaluation respectively. The total average score is 1.2 for topic extension, and 1.45 for topic change, both larger than the acceptable level (1.0), revealing the effectiveness of our strategy although it is not perfect yet.
Conclusions
Most existing free conversation systems concentrate on the solution of monotonous expressive form of an utterance. In this paper, we discuss the issue of monotone from the viewpoint of content or topic, and attempt to provide and control topics for users in a free conversation system.
For the task of topic extension, we first define a User Interest Vector, and then extract the latest topics from the Web in real time according to the user's interest and utterances. For the task of topic change, we determine the timing for changing the current topic by constantly detecting the affecting factors defined in section 4, and then obtain a completely new topic from a topic website. In this way, we present topics to users based on the Web texts and try to keep the conversation going on. The results of the questionnaires show the effectiveness of our strategies.
However, we may have ways to get better results. It may be desirable in the process of determining the timing whether the user has lost interest in the current topic to incorporate some AI approaches such as machine learning. We will reexamine this kind of issues in the future work in order to improve the performance of our free conversation system.
